Making the most of a finite
resource – recycle and use again.
Grey water recycling with Pontos AquaCycle.
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Water –
our most precious resource.
Water is essential to life. It covers nearly
three quarters of the earth’s surface. Yet,
fresh water constitutes barely three percent
of our total water resources, with most of it
contained in the glaciers and polar ice caps.
Changes in the global climate have caused
many people to re-think. Today, our key
priority in terms of environmental awareness
is to be more sparing with nature’s resources.
And nowhere more so than in the case of
water, the “stuff of life“ with which we are
all in constant daily contact.
At Pontos, we have taken up this challenge.
Since 2001, our name has been synonymous with biological water recycling. Like
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our parent company Hansgrohe AG, we
are committed to producing ecological
products in harmony with nature.
Our first steps towards biological water
recycling were taken back in 1994 by Klaus
Grohe. From 1997 onwards, the process
was proven in practice and over the years,
the Pontos AquaCycle developed into the
sophisticated, reliable system we have today.
Even now, it still undergoes continuous testing
under laboratory conditions in the interests of
further improvement. At the same time, we
invest in the development of new, resourcesaving technologies. Because we know that
our water supplies are not limitless.
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Are we really running out of water?
This diagram shows just how important it is
to use water with care. It indicates that
four billion people – i. e. half the world’s
population – will suffer extreme water

shortages by 2025. That is, if we carry on
as we do … And did you know that water
shortages also slow down economic growth?

Water shortage indicator in 2025
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Water –
a unique and precious resource.
Water is too valuable to be wasted. In the
future, it seems we will no longer be able
to take its constant availability for granted.
We are accustomed to use drinking water
for almost everything – even where we don’t
need it. The pie chart illustrates this clearly:
the green segments represent activities for
which drinking water quality isn’t strictly
necessary.*

Garden
9 litres

That’s where the Pontos AquaCycle comes
in. It allows water from showers and baths
to be reused thanks to a purely biological
recycling process with no chemical additives.
The Pontos AquaCycle represents a major
contribution to ecological sustainability.
It reduces water usage – and with it water
costs – by up to 50 percent, providing
us with an intelligent way of saving water
without compromising any of our modern
comforts.

Cleaning,
5 litres
Shower, bath,
50 litres

Washing
machine,
16 litres

Toilet,
35 litres

How much drinking water
do we really need?

Cooking,
drinking
water,
6 litres

Dishwasher/
washing up,
8 litres

Drinking water quality not required

Drinking water quality required

*The average per capita water consumption in
Germany is 129 litres per day.
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Pontos:
we give water a second life.

The Pontos AquaCycle turns bath and
shower water into hygienically clean
process water. It can then be reused for
toilet flushes, building cleaning and
irrigation. Other advantages of the
Pontos AquaCycle are:
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· Biological-mechanical cleaning
without chemical additives
· TÜV-approved quality
· Low maintenance
· Consistently high water quality
· Fully automatic system
· Low operating costs
· Closed system
· Non weather-dependent
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The process:
Safe for the environment – safe in use.
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1 Filter unit with electronically controlled filter flushing facility.
2 Pre-recycling chamber for advance cleaning
and main recycling chamber for the 2nd stage
of the bio-mechanical cleaning process.
3 Fully automatic sediment disposal
sucks organic sediments out of the bio-

mechanical cleaning process into the
waste water drain.
4 The automatic drinking water back-up supply
is triggered on demand.
5 The water is sterilised by the UV lamp.
This renders it odourless and storable.

Pre-filtration
First, the grey water enters a filter which
retains coarser particles such as textile fluff,
hairs, etc. The filter is cleaned automatically
at regular intervals and the residues are fed
into the waste water drain.
Biological treatment
After pre-filtration, the grey water undergoes
a 2-stage biological treatment process. In
stage 1, the water is treated under supply
of atmospheric oxygen. Micro-organisms
adhering to the surface of the carrier material
introduced into the tanks of stages 1 and 2
break down the biodegradable content of
the water by their metabolic processes. After
several hours, the water is pumped from
stage 1 to stage 2, where it undergoes the
same treatment for a second time.

6 The process water chamber stores the water
until it is ready for re-use.
7 The pressure pump supplies the recycled
water on demand and supports the automatic
filter flushing.
8 User-friendly control unit with self-test function.

UV disinfection
After the sedimentation stage, the water
enters stage 3 in which it passes through
a UV lamp for sterilisation purposes. The
recycled water is now odourless and
storable. It can be reused as high-quality
process water according to the hygiene
specifications of the EU Bathing Water
Directive (76/160/EEC) and the requirements of the fbr Information Sheet H 201.
Special features
An automatic drinking water top-up system
keeps the consumers supplied in the event of
a shortfall in water generation. If too much
water is generated, it is fed via an overflow
pipe into the waste water drain to prevent
an overflow of the system.

Sedimentation
During the biological treatment process
(stages 1 and 2), surplus biologically active
sludge is generated. This is automatically
removed at set intervals and fed into the
waste water drain.
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Why the Pontos AquaCycle
is so valuable.
· Protection of our most precious
resource water
· Biological-mechanical cleaning
without chemical additives
The system uses the microorganisms
present in the water. They break down
substances such as soap and shampoo
contained in the water. All this is done
without adding chemicals or other
biological substances.
· Triple quality certification by TÜV
Pontos provides TÜV-certified quality:
from production, through the purification
process to the product itself.
· Non weather-dependent
Shower water is generated every day,
thus ensuring a continuous supply.
· Low maintenance
The intelligent design of the
Pontos AquaCycle keeps maintenance to a minimum.
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· Consistent water quality thanks
to patented 4-stage purification
process:
After pre-filtration, the water undergoes
a 2-stage biological treatment process
followed by UV disinfection. Good to
know: the quality of the recycled process
water conforms to the EU Bathing Water
Directive.
· Fully automatic system
The filter is automatically backwashed
at regular intervals, thereby sucking
out the sediments from stages 1 and 2.
· Low operating costs
The power consumption amounts to
1,5 – 2,5 kWh per treated cubic metre
of process water, depending on the
size of the installation.
· Closed system
The Pontos AquaCycle is composed
exclusively of closed tanks and pipes.
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Multiple TÜV certification:
Reasons for having full confidence in
the Pontos AquaCycle.
The Pontos AquaCycle not only reliably
protects resources and enhances your bank
balance. It also excels in technical safety
and reliability, as is confirmed by TÜV Süd.
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Unique: TÜV-approved safety

The Pontos AquaCycle not only complies
with statutory requirements such as product
safety and conformity with standards, but
goes far beyond them. For instance, its TÜV
certification also covers the manufacturing
process of the systems.

d
A particularly important point for planners
and users: TÜV certifies for the Pontos
AquaCycle that the treated water complies
with the European Bathing Water Directive
and often even exceeds its hygiene require ments by far.

2.

e

What other system gives you so much safety?
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· for all Pontos AquaCycle systems
· for the patented 4-stage
purification process
· for the production of the
Pontos AquaCycle systems
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Intelligent use of
the Pontos AquaCycle
What kind of water can be used for
the Pontos AquaCycle?
The input water can come from:
· Showers
· Baths
The output water can be used for:
· Toilet flushing
· Cleaning
· Irrigation
Areas of application:
Wherever showers and baths are used, e.g.
· Multi-unit accommodation
· Hotels
· Swimming pools
· Residential homes
· Fitness/sport centres
· Industrial enterprises

older buildings. This can offer a first class
opportunity to help reduce the consumption
of precious drinking water.
What are the installation requirements for the Pontos AquaCycle?
· Separate piping system for collecting
shower and bath water
· Separate process water pipes for
supplying the consumers
· No connection between drinking and
process water pipe network
· Separate ventilation, segregated from
black water pipes
· Floor drain according to DIN 1986
Please see the operating and assembly
manual for instructions on correct installation.

Where does the Pontos AquaCycle
make a sensible alternative?
It makes sense both ecologically and
economically to use the Pontos AquaCycle
in new buildings as well in modernising
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The Pontos AquaCycle.
What level of demand can the Pontos AquaCycle cater for?
When it comes to conserving water resources, flexible concepts are The Pontos AquaCycle can be adapted to almost any demand:
needed. Consequently, the Pontos AquaCycle offers an individual
from 2 000 litres to over 30 000 litres per day.
solution for every application.

The Pontos AquaCycle also meets high quality standards:
· Standardised drinking water top-up facility according
· Tanks in high-grade polyethylene (PE)
· High-performance vortex microfilters
to DIN EN 1717
· Ventilation pipes in ultra-flexible material
· Customised pressure booster unit
· Durable submersible pumps
· Control cabinet according to protection class IPX5 in
· Reliable UV lamp
Pontos AquaCycle 2500 and IP 67 from Pontos AquaCycle 4500
· Intelligent level monitoring

Pontos AquaCycle 2500
· Comprising 3 x 800 l tanks
· Max. recycling potential: 2 000 l/day*
· Space requirement (H x W x D): 2 100 x 4 100 x 2 340 mm
· System dimensions (H x W x D): 1 850 x 3 070 x 1 340 mm

Ponto
· Com
· Max
· Spa
· Syst

Pontos AquaCycle 4500
· Comprising 3 x 1 500 l tanks
· Max. recycling potential: 4 500 l/day*
· Space requirement (H x W x D): 2 900 x 4 900 x 3 600 mm
· System dimensions (H x W x D): 2 600 x 4 100 x 1 900 mm

Ponto
· Com
· Max
· Spa
· Syst

Pontos AquaCycle 6000
· Comprising 6 x 1 000 l tanks
· Max. recycling potential: 6 000 l/day*
· Space requirement (H x W x D): 2 500 x 5 900 x 5 100 mm
· System dimensions (H x W x D): 2 200 x 4 400 x 3 400 mm

Ponto
· Com
· Max
· Spa
· Syst

*Depen

numbe
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4500

Pontos AquaCycle 9000
· Comprising 6 x 1 500 l tanks
· Max. recycling potential: 9 000 l/day*
· Space requirement (H x W x D): 2 900 x 5 900 x 5 100 mm
· System dimensions (H x W x D): 2 600 x 4 400 x 3 400 mm

Pontos AquaCycle 13500
· Comprising 9 x 1 500 l tanks
· Max. recycling potential: 13 500 l/day*
· Space requirement (H x W x D): 2 900 x 6 100 x 6 400 mm
· System dimensions (H x W x D): 2 600 x 4 400 x 4 700 mm

Pontos AquaCycle 22500
· Comprising 15 x 1 500 l tanks
· Max. recycling potential: 22 500 l/day*
· Space requirement (H x W x D): 2 900 x 7 580 x 7 110 mm
· System dimensions (H x W x D): 2 600 x 6 080 x 5 410 mm

*Depending on factors including application, consumer behaviour,
number of persons, structural conditions.
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Projects,
already using recycled water:
Hotel Casa Camper, Spain
Existing building, 25 rooms,
Barcelona

Muni
Germ
New

System in use:
Pontos AquaCycle 4500
Recyclable water from:
Showers, washbasins
Water use:
Toilet flushing and urinals in both
hotel and restaurant

Student halls of residence,
Germany
Existing building, 62 apartments,
Hannover

System in use:
Pontos AquaCycle 4500

Swim
New

Recyclable water from:
Showers and washbasins
Water use:
Toilets and washing machines

Student halls of residence,
Germany
Existing building, 300 apartments,
Mainz

System in use:
Pontos AquaCycle 12500
Recyclable water from:
Showers and washbasins
Water use:
Toilets, irrigation
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Municipal cleaning services,
Germany
New build, Neuländer Kamp, Hamburg

System in use:
Pontos AquaCycle 21000
Recyclable water from:
35 showers and 32 washbasins
Water use:
Toilets, vehicle cleaning, street cleaning
and road salt wetting

Swiming pool, France
New build, Yerres near Paris

System in use:
Pontos AquaCycle 36000
Recyclable water from:
53 showers
Water use:
Lawn irrigation, street cleaning,
washing of municipal vehicles
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Pontos AquaCycle – Planning guide
Phone: +49 (0) 7836 511920 · Fax: +49 (0) 7836 511936

Date:

햲

햳

햴

Company:

Name:

Name:

Street:

Street:

Postcode/town:

Postcode/town:

Telephone:

Telephone:

Project/Address:

Fax/@:

Installation site of Pontos AquaCycle: Approx. no. of persons

❍
❍
❍

Apartment building

❍

Other:

Sports centre
Swimming pool

❍

Yes

❍
❍

Multi-unit accommodation
Hotel
Campsite

No

If not, please explain
(e. g. seasonal operation):

Toilets

approx.

litres/person/day

Toilet cistern

units

Watering *

approx.

m2

Cleaning

approx.

litres/day

❍

Flushing valve

❍

units

approx.

Urinals

units

litres/day

Shower water

approx.

litres/person/day

Bath water

approx.

litres/person/day

Which household chemicals (excluding shampoo, soap, bath additives, washing powder and bath cleaning agents)
will be entering the system?

❍

None

❍

The following products will be regularly entering the system:

Booster pump:
Required pump capacity:

햹

Capacity utilisation in %:

Which water do you wish to recycle?

❍
❍

햸

, average no. approx.

What will the treated water (process water) be used for?

❍

햷

❍
❍
❍

–

Do you expect a more or less uniform capacity utilisation?

❍

햶

Contact for technical queries:

Client:

❍
햵

Reply requested by:

m3/h at

mWs

Height difference from installation site to “highest” consumer:

m

Piping length from installation site to furthest consumer:

m

Installation site and access dimensions (doors):
Room height:

m

Access dimensions:

mx

m

Floor drain available:

❍

Yes

❍

No

Signature:

Planning specialist/architect service
You send us the completed planning guide
form. We send you a quote.

* This application requires special consultation. Please contact us.
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Pontos GmbH · Auestrasse 5 – 9 · D-77761 Schiltach, Germany · Phone: +49 (0) 7836 511920 · Fax: +49 (0) 7836 511936
info@pontos-aquacycle.com · www.pontos-aquacycle.com
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